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Foreword 

 

Welcome! I am glad you are here to read and explore, and maybe even to try something new. 

 Bioenergetic therapy is a venerable tradition, at least in psychotherapy terms. Contemporary 

practice of bioenergetics owes its name and lot more to Alexander Lowen, who developed and named 

the model in the 1950s. Prior to that, Lowen was a student of Wilhelm Reich, who had been a student of 

Freud. Reich broke with Freud around several issues, but one of them was a belief that there is a real 

form of energy that gives life to the body. Freud had originally postulated this "libido" but backed off to 

framing it as metaphorical. Reich persisted, though, and spent much of his life exploring this energy, a 

genuine experience of being a living organism. Lowen went further, to note that people's bodies take on 

characteristic structures through muscular tension as created by their behavioural defenses. A round-

shouldered person has been burdened psychologically. When stressed, they are likely to fall into collapse 

and helplessness. 

Lowen taught us we can change our character as we work with our bodies. Interventions on the 

body level help people to become "self-aware, self-expressive, and self-possessed." To be these three 

things was to be fully human, and fully oneself. What could be better than that? 

A note on how we learn 

How do you learn new information? We usually think of learning as the process we tried to 

engage in school. Someone told us something, and we "learned" it, meaning that we could, perhaps, 

parrot it back, or maybe even state the concept in other words ("in your own words..."). However, 

learning happens in lots of ways. I have learned more through my cooking experiments than from any 

cookbook or cooking class. When I see that my cake is flat, or hear my smoke detectors going off, or 
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taste the soup to find it is not quite right.... then I can learn something from my body's response. I 

integrate my body information with what I have "learned" through reading recipes or direct instruction. 

But the body information is primary. 

Trying body-focused awareness 

Try this: take a moment to just sit and notice your breathing. You might pay attention to how 

your body sits in the chair, or how your feet feel on the floor, but try to attend to how air moves into 

and out of your body. Then open a little space to see what else is in there. What else do you notice 

besides the fact that you are breathing? What other sensations are available to you? Just check it out and 

see if there is anything happening inside you you might not have been aware of before you took time to 

check in on your bottom-up processes. 

The purpose of this book 

This little volume is a compilation of some of my journal entries over a few years of working as a 

bioenergetic psychotherapist and becoming a more human being. I hope you might find some things of 

interest, of value, and some pleasure. Noticing your body as you are living in it enriches every area of 

your life. Living fully embodied means fully living. 
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Chapter 1: Mindfulness of the body 

 

Mindfulness is everywhere these days.... but, like most things that become fads, the basic concept 

may have been somewhat distorted in the rush to publicize. 

Mindfulness is defined in several ways, but what I want to talk about is a specific aspect of 

mindfulness. When we are being "mindful" we are being fully present in the moment that is right here 

and right now. We do that on purpose, and with no other agenda other than being present. For example, 

we are not being mindful to relax, although often relaxation may accompany mindfulness. We are 

present to whatever is, without judgment or expectation. That means that we are present to our thoughts 

that might complain about how we are doing something ("Mindful! This is mindless! Can't you even pay 

attention for a minute?".... and let that judgment go) and to anything that might come in from the world 

via our senses. For example, when I take a moment in my office to just breathe and be there, the ticking 

of the clock on the table is highlighted.... the sound is there all the time, but when I notice the present 

moment, that awareness includes that tick-tick-tick. If I wait, sitting with that awareness, the ticking 

recedes and something else arises in my field of awareness. I have no agenda, I have no expectations, I 

have no need to "let go of my thoughts" or "stop thinking" or "breathe deeply." All I am doing is being 

present and aware of whatever is in my field of awareness. 

In bioenergetics, we work to develop self-awareness, which might reasonably be called 

"mindfulness of the body." We do this work through movements that may present some level of strain 

to muscles, through exaggerating characteristic motions or body attitudes, and through expressive 

exercises with an opportunity to reflect on what happens inside us when we do these things. What I have 

learned is that there is a big difference between a conceptual knowledge of the body ("Yes, I have a 

body. Arms, legs, chest, organs, all of that...") and an experiential awareness of being in a body. Maybe 

better to say an experiential awareness of BEING a body, because, of course, that is what we are, human 

organisms experiencing life. 
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I taught preschoolers for years. One activity we did was to get out large pieces of drawing paper 

and have the kids lie on the floor, and we teachers would trace the outline of the child's body. The kids 

would then use markers or crayons or paint to fill in the parts of their bodies. This helped them to 

develop the conceptual outline.... this is my body, and these are its parts. However, it may not have done 

much to help them understand that the body they conceptualized is also the body they inhabit, live in 

and through, and the vehicle from which all feeling flows. When I started my training and therapy in 

bioenergetic analysis discovered that while I knew ABOUT my body, I really didn't know my body. I 

really didn't know myself. I thought of myself as a person who resided - I don't know where - in some 

thought bubble over my head, maybe. In an astral, unseen body that accompanied my organic body. 

Somewhere OTHER than in this flesh and blood and bone and muscle bag that does all the thinking, 

feeling, and behaving of my life. Somehow, I thought I was something other than this. Because of that, I 

tried to "rise above" my feelings. Or I tried to "control" my body reactions. I controlled my appetite by 

limiting food intake; controlled my body shape and size by over-exercising; controlled my response to 

people I related to by overworking and being so busy I didn't have time to notice how I was feeling. I 

denied I had a body at all, and I certainly denied that my body was ME. 

But if my body isn't me, then who am I? There is no evidence that people exist in thought 

balloons over their heads. There is no evidence that I am anything more than what I appear to be, a 

human organism, with human thoughts, feelings, spiritual life, and bodily needs. The best part is that by 

minding the body, I can really experience life as a human, a juicy, vibrant, energetic, warm, and alive 

human person. 

Take a moment to be mindful of yourself in your body. Take a breath, and just notice what it is 

to be a body, breathing air, sitting or lying or standing on the planet. Notice the outer surface of your 

body; where the skin touches fabric, feels air temperature, takes in the breeze. Notice what parts of your 

body, what parts of you, are most vibrant and awake. Notice what parts are less available to your 

awareness. Just notice and sit with whatever arises. If nothing arises, sit with that. If there is emptiness, 
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sit with that. If you feel full to overflowing, sit with that, as well. Notice that whatever arises will also slip 

away, as something else arises. This is holding yourself, your bodily self, in mindful attention. 

What is this like for you? If you wish, post a note below to let us share this experience of 

mindfulness of the body. 

Grounding 
What do you do when the ground you stand on has been swept away from you? There is a 

diagnosis.... a relationship is breaking apart.... a child on the way.... your job has disappeared? 

According to Pema Chodron, the moment when the ground has disappeared under our feet is an 

opportunity. This is when we can notice ourselves scrambling, struggling for a foothold, for anything 

that feels a little secure when we feel like everything we have counted on is crumbling. We can decide to 

just sit with the experience, to just notice what is happening and how we are responding. 

If we can FEEL the ground, literally ground ourselves in our body sensations, we can often take 

the moment to stop clutching, stop scrambling, and just breathe. It makes sense to me that we want to 

feel the ground. We are not tree dwellers, nor descended from tree dwellers. We are not birds equipped 

with wings. We are creatures of the earth; whose feet depend on the earth for support. When we cannot 

feel our feet, we cannot feel our support and connection. Losing support and connection can be 

profoundly disorienting. 

What to do? Check in with your feet. Are they touching the ground right now? Stand up and 

check again. If your feet are tense, then you will not notice as much contact with the ground. If you 

habitually wear shoes that distort your feet, it may be harder to feel that connection, so slip off your 

shoes. Now let the weight slide over onto one foot. Use the other toe to balance, but just let all your 

weight down onto one foot. Soften your knee, even bend it a little, and see if you can drop your 

shoulders, soften your belly, and let the weight down on that one foot. Move your toes a little, so they 

are taking some of that weight. Stay there, pushing that foot into the floor and letting your weight down, 
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until you start to feel a bit tired. Now hold it, tired, feel how tired your leg is getting, and then, only then, 

gently allow the weight onto BOTH feet. 

STOP! Don't do anything yet... just notice... notice both feet. How do you experience them? Do 

they feel different from one another? Once you have explored this, then allow the weight to slide to the 

other foot and repeat the experience. Work until you are feeling tired, and then wait, going into that 

tiredness a bit before resting on your two feet. Then notice the absolute LUXURY of having two feet 

and having two feet on the ground. And notice anything else that is different in your body, or different 

in your mind. Do you feel more connected to the ground? Do you feel more relaxed in your shoulders, 

or softer in your belly, or more peaceful in your mind? 

 

 

Everyday Mind 
 

Some years ago, I was privileged to participate in a strawberry communion. It was in a church 

community, a small, very liberal one. The minister and his family had picked strawberries the day before, 

and on Sunday morning, everyone present was asked to take one and hold it. Everyone ate their 

strawberries together. This was a powerful experience for me, many years before I had any knowledge of 

mindful practices or had even heard the phrase, "being present." Even without those contemporary tags, 

here was this strawberry communion. 

So today, when I tackled the job of getting our annual strawberry supply, I thought to make the 

work my practice for the day. It wasn't as simple as sitting on a cushion or doing bioenergetic exercises! 

However, I want to really be where I am, so I persisted in bringing my attention back, over and over, to 

what I was experiencing. 
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I could tune in to the sensory aspects of the work, feeling my knees or seat on the ground, 

noticing the berries in my hand, the various degrees of effort to twist and tug the berry from the stem, 

the texture of the berry in my hand. I noticed how coyly some berries hide themselves away, tucked 

under a leaf or two, requiring my full attention to locate them. And then I had a thought about the 

nature of these berries, gorgeous deep red, contrasting with the green leaves, provocative and eye-

catching. This is no accident. These berries are red because we can see them, can distinguish them from 

the leaves (well, most of us can. People with red-green colour-blindness would be exceptions), and can 

pick them, eat them, and conveniently NOT digest their seeds. We are a seed-dispersal system for 

strawberries. We are being manipulated by the luscious aroma, the rich colour, the melting softness, into 

eating these berries. It is a near perfect system. And yet the strawberry gardener or farmer thinks that he 

or she is in control... that they grow the plants to make berries for me to pick, and to pay the farmer for 

those berries. True, of course, but not the whole picture. Then, because I was practicing, I noticed that I 

was thinking ("thinking") and brought attention back to what was right in front of me. Ah, yes, berries. 

And children and parents, birds singing, a light breeze (my mind goes to gratitude for that softening of 

the heat) ... and oops, back to paying attention! 

 

I also held awareness, while picking, that I was holding onto summer for winter. At our house, 

we pick berries to freeze, to make into jam at in the cold wintertime. That taste of summer in winter 

means a lot and knowing that I picked and processed the berries and my dear partner made the jam, and 

that this is a pattern of our lives together brought me a sense of continuity and wholeness, independent 

of any discomfort of berry picking. I could feel some sort of sensation in my midsection as I noticed 

those thoughts. There was a fullness... or maybe I had been eating too many strawberries. 

When I got home, I had berries to process for the freezer. Lots of berries! I scooped up a handful to 

rinse in the sink. Even an hour after coming home, the berries in the tray retained their warmth. I felt the 

warm berries on my hands, knowing that the sun had warmed them, as it had warmed me. I stopped for 
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a moment to be aware of that warmth, to take it into my body through my hands. Now those berries, 

sun-warmed and sun-ripened, are stashed away against the days getting colder (as they will) and the 

nights growing long (as they will). 

What I have, though, besides berries, is the body memory of picking in the warm sun, feeling the stems 

and fruit and the occasional squishy one, the smells of soil and overripe berries, and the inner 

peacefulness of being part of a greater whole. And while my mind is a busy place, monkeying around 

everywhere, the moments I come back to the present are the ones where I feel most fully alive. 

Clearing Mental Clutter 
 

Having a cluttered mind is like having a cluttered home or a cluttered office, though. The clutter 

can really impede priorities. It can divert attention from what is important. And sometimes I discover 

little bits and pieces of clutter that really belong somewhere else. If I put those bits and pieces where they 

belonged, they wouldn't be clutter. 

There is a Christmas cactus in the living room; it is in a clay pot, and sits on a white saucer, to 

protect the table from drips of water. On the edge of the saucer is a small brown object. I noticed it 

when watering the plant, picked it up to wonder at it. It's a hand, a ceramic hand, broken off a ceramic 

person and just cluttering up the saucer. When I held it, I recognized it; it belongs to a statue of one of 

the famed Three Kings of Epiphany; Balthazar. Balthazar comes out, along with his brethren, during 

winter holidays. These guys are remnants from my life as a young mom, making merry with my small 

children, and Balthazar has always had trouble keeping his hand connected. However, finding Balthazar's 

hand on my plant saucer in mid summer means that it has been there for months, existing as clutter. 

What to do with this hand, now that I have noticed it, picked it up, identified it? I could find the 

statue and glue it on. I could pitch the hand in the trash, which is perhaps the most reasonable thing to 

do. After all, Balthazar has managed without his hand for some time. But no, I did neither of these. I did 

the only thing possible for me. I put it back on the saucer, hoping I'll remember where it sits next 

December when Balthazar comes to visit out of the decorations stored in the basement. In the 
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meantime, in its current incarnation as "clutter" the hand has distracted and entertained me, and in fact, 

provided an inspiration for a post that started out being in favor of decluttering. Maybe I'll need to 

reconsider my position on that! 

What is your experience? How do your chosen objects enhance your life? Do they ever impinge 

on you negatively? Is it easier to do a complex task if your surroundings are clear? 

 

 

Starting Over  
 

The sun comes up every single morning. What a gift, what a blessing. When we conceive of the 

new day as a new opportunity, everything opens. 

 Today is just beginning. That means that my experience of today is also, yes, just beginning. I 

have choices. I can choose to make this a new beginning or a continuation of what was. Actually, of 

course, today is always both things. Taking a leap into something new can be frightening. We shrink 

from fear, pulling ourselves inward, like an everlasting snail withdrawing his tiny horns from an aversive 

stimulus. But once pulled in, once shrunken into myself, pulled away from the world, I am tight, tense, 

afraid, anxious, then actually interacting with the world becomes difficult. I am constrained from acting 

as I might want to act. I cannot feel my own experiences of the world because I have shrunk away from 

them. 

What if?  

What if? If only I realized I am always and everywhere interacting with the world, am part of the 

world, taking in the world through my breath and my eyes, my ears, and my skin, and adding parts of 

myself to the world just by being alive and being present, well, might that awareness not help me know 

that fear itself is an illusion, just as separation is an illusion? 

Well, it's a thought, anyway. I was talking with my friend and body-worker Kathrine Walker 

about this miraculous interface between the human body (MY human body, your human body) and the 
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world. We were working with a meditation on the breath, visualizing the lungs right down to the alveoli, 

the location where the amazing happens. Air from the world interfaces with the body and becomes part 

of the body. This occurs in other places, too, in the sensory organs and within the digestive system. In 

each system, there is a specific place, specific part of the body which developed for its interface with 

information from the world.... the retina gathers light energy and converts it to something your brain can 

understand. The hair cells of the basilar membrane of the ear can take sound waves and turn them into 

neural transmissions. Inside your nose are receptors that collect molecules of substances that waft in on 

the air you breathe, and those molecules are turned into information for your brain to interpret ("Hmm, 

apples.... that reminds me of fall and our trips upriver to pick apples.") The world is coming to us every 

moment of every day, and the world is becoming us. 

When I breathed into that awareness, when I actively sought to notice air becoming me, sound 

shaping my mental experience, feeling the sensation of deeply looking at colours, I could just barely 

touch this reality. But it meant something. It meant that I could let go of a lot of my striving. No matter 

how hard I try, I can't keep myself safe from the world. No matter how much I try to control myself, my 

future, my life, things are happening every single millisecond I cannot control. 

The good news about that was this: I don't need to set goals, to create rigid structures for Self-

Improvement, to follow somebody-or-other's plan for getting a better body, more spiritual soul, sharper 

intelligence. I just need to breathe and to be, and in so doing, I am becoming more part of the world and 

letting the world become part of me.  

Could be a scary thought. Or it could be extraordinarily freeing. 
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Chapter 2: Being with feelings 

 

I've been sick this winter officially sick with a diagnosis and antibiotics and all of that. While I 

am healing well, I am left with lower-than-usual energy and a sense that fatigue overtakes me quickly. 

One of the mindfulness practices I learned while taking Dr. Bill Cook's Body-Mind Awareness 

program back in 2009 was about attending to where in the body intention arises. That sounded terribly 

foreign to me at first; if I intend to get up from my chair, it seems to me that the intention arises in my 

thoughts. But no, if I am careful, take time, and bring attention to my body with the question, I can 

sense into my body where and how that intention arises. 

With this fatigue, I have been using this practice to locate "tired" in my body. This is probably 

easier than the intention to change position. What I notice is this: my mind will say something like, Oh, I 

feel tired.... then I turn my attention to my body. Where in my body do I sense this "tired?" What is it 

like? When have I felt something like this before? What does it remind me of... and what else might be 

there, along with "tired?" 

That last question is a good one. What else is in there, in this felt sense that I have labelled, 

perhaps too quickly, as "tired?" On Saturday, I took to the dog for his weekend walk along the river. We 

plowed through shin-deep snow, watching the sun come up through snow clouds, and feeling the barely 

freezing temperature rise a bit and fall a bit, shifting the nature of the precipitation. When I turned to 

walk back to the car, calling for the dog, I was suddenly aware of sensation in my calves, like melting 

butter, achingly draining to my heels.... there it was! That was my fatigue. Internally, I named it and 

asked, what else is there? As I breathed into my belly and let my attention rise from my legs to my 

abdomen and diaphragm and chest, I realized that there was more there. I felt a sensation that I labelled 

tears; tension that I wanted to discharge in my core, tension in my pelvis that hard sobbing would 
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release. I found that there was more than tired here. There was also deep tension holding back sadness 

right there. 

Tired happens when you have been sick. Tired also happens when things feel like just too much, 

and when you need to cry, and you don't give yourself the space to experience those feelings. Having to 

"hold in" and "hold on" to yourself to keep those tears in check is a really exhausting way to live. 

When you feel tired, where in your body do you notice it? What else is in there? 

It doesn't take much for me to feel wiped out these days. But how do I know I am tired? 

 

The Misery of Humanity  
 

There is something about feeling miserable that seems to be uniquely human. Emotional misery 

seems to be a gift that humans get along with being human. Okay, I must back off from that and say that 

I really don't know about other primates, and I have also heard recently that elephants exhibit behaviour 

that can be interpreted as grieving. But when I think about my goofy Labrador retriever, Max, I don't see 

him suffering emotional pain because of something he did, or something I did, or something that might 

happen in the future. 

However, the people I know all are capable of suffering. Our capacity to think has permitted us 

to think about things that make us FEEL bad. Have you ever noticed that you can go about your day, all 

is well, everything is normal, and you suddenly have a thought.... and all hell breaks loose in your inner 

life. Perhaps the thought is obviously catastrophic ("Maybe my plane will crash when I take my trip next 

month") or maybe it is less obvious ("My partner won't like my new haircut") but then it cascades into a 

whole series of thoughts ("And if he doesn't like my haircut, maybe he won't like me, and he'll leave me, 

and I'll be alone and how will I make it, and nobody will ever love me, and I won't be able to survive..."). 

That might sound like an exaggeration, but I swear to you, it isn't. While we often are unaware 

(mindless) of the cascade of thoughts, images, and subsequent sensations and feelings in our bodies, they 
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are still happening. And that's one way in which a vague dislike of your new haircut can turn into a full-

blown emotional meltdown. 

Now we are all intelligent people, of course, and we KNOW in our intellectual selves that our 

partners are not likely to leave us and we are not likely to be destroyed because of a bad haircut. The part 

of the brain/mind/body that is doing this thinking and feeling is NOT our higher intellectual selves. We 

react on a body (somatic) level to our thoughts and to our body sensations. Many body functions have 

associated sensations that are just below the level of our awareness. Your body is busy all the time 

maintaining itself, keeping proper blood chemistry, blood pressure, hormonal balance, particular cellular 

tensions, and various chemical and electrical communications. When something is a bit out of whack in 

this process of homeostasis, then you may feel a bit "off." You probably have no idea why, so your mind 

gets busy developing some cause. Humans do that; it is how we make sense of the world. However, 

these perceived "causes" may be irrelevant to what you are experiencing. If you are already feeling "off" 

and you get a bad haircut, well, you know what can happen. 

So... How do we prevent emotional meltdowns, with all their pain and suffering and the 

interpersonal fallout that is inevitable? How do we separate the thoughts that hurt us from our normal, 

everyday functioning? 

First, we start to notice ourselves as BODIES. We are not a person who lives in a body, but the 

body you live in IS you. Any increasing level of body awareness is helpful; the practice of mindfulness, 

meditation, contemplative movement such as yoga, these practices can help develop body awareness. At 

the same time, one can learn to watch the activity of the mind. Watching isn't the same as getting 

involved in it, but is simply observing...."Oh, there I go, thinking.... Oh, yes, that's a memory. Oh, I can 

see that my mind is trying to make a to-do list again..." and gently bringing your attention back to 

awareness. 
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What We Resist 
 

No, no way. I'm not doing THAT. No how, no way am I going to look at THAT issue. 

Nope. You can' t make me. 

But our issues have a way of wearing us down, wearing us out, if we resist them. What could 

happen if we just stopped resisting? 

I remember reading something years ago that struck a chord with me. It was a statement that we 

most resist that which we most need to look at. I have tried to keep that in mind as I move through my 

life and take notice of those things that I avoid doing, or that I procrastinate on, or that I "hate" or that I 

try to palm off on other people. Those things are the things that I really need to look at. 

How to do, it, though, when resistance is peaking? Usually resistance is just felt as "I don't want 

to..." and often you can feel it in your body as well. Try it: think of some conversation you don't want to 

have, or some issue in your life that you don't want to deal with, and say, "I don't want to..." and notice 

what your body does. Perhaps you find tightness in your jaw. Maybe your upper body pulls back. Maybe 

you find your breath getting shallower. Whatever your response is, notice how your body mirrors your 

thought of resistance. 

Sometimes just noticing is enough and we can soften and move through the resistance and do 

what needs to be done. But sometimes it works better to go INTO the resistance and act it out. If your 

body wants to pull back, then really pull back. If you make fists, well, then, use them to hit a pillow or 

shake them... saying, with emphasis, "I don't want to!" Or lie down on your mattress and kick your legs, 

using your entire leg and shouting, "I don't want to do that! I won't! I won't!" 

Can you imagine being able to do that? Maybe you can go and try it (or maybe just try it out in 

your mind, first) and then let us know what you find out. 

Dropping the Resistance 
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On Saturday mornings, the dog and I have a routine. We head out to the market for whatever 

goodies I need at home, plus my coffee and his dog treat. Then we go down by the river for our walk. In 

the summer, we go elsewhere, but in winter, we head to the river. 

When you do something repeatedly, you get to see more than just the individual experience. You 

get to see what it is like to repeat an experience, and thus look at how the same routine changes over 

time and, in this case, the passage of the seasons. I have been deeply moved by our walks by the river, as 

I have melted into the landscape. Some mornings, we were the first to make prints on new snow. Some 

mornings, we crunched across snow that many others had crossed before. Most of my Saturdays this 

winter of 2012 have been gray days, and while I would often dismiss a gray day from my everyday 

working life ("Oh, another cloudy day...") when I am at the river, I SEE differently. I can see that a gray 

day means many shades of gray, and even brown and green and pink and blue, too. I can see that the 

apparent quiet of the river, frozen and quiescent, is but a mask. When I take time to stop running, to 

stop resisting what is, to just be present to what is present, then everything changes. 

On this March Saturday, the river was open in the middle, but there was still ice from the shore. 

The crusty snow was immutable, or so it appeared. I slipped and slid, and suddenly the gray day opened 

to sunshine. Pulled by some impulse to just open to that sunshine, I sat on a flat little icy patch, legs out 

in front on me, face to the sun. The dog freaked, of course, and had to lick and poke his nose and 

wondered what I was doing, but he settled into my rhythm and then left to go sniff something more 

interesting. I sat. I sat and felt the sunlight. Over time, I felt the cold leaking through my snow pants. I 

saw the open water, and the ice with the deep fissures that reflected last week's thawing temperatures. 

My thoughts slowed, my senses opened, and I stopped wanting things to be different than they are. I just 

sat with what was there, inside me and outside me. 

After a while, I noticed sounds and looked off to my left. On the open water in the middle of 

the river, there were birds. I wanted to name them, so I thought perhaps cormorants, but there was no 

real need to have a name for them. Then I heard the cracking; soft, subtle, irregular, and infrequent. I 
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saw myself wanting an explanation for that cracking. Oh, of course, the sun is softening the ice. I noticed 

then that chunks of the solid stuff were breaking off and floating into the open water, and twice, I saw 

chunks turn and then disappear. My mind questioned this: ice that sinks? But because I am just taking 

whatever is happening, I have the peace inside to just let my perceptions be my perceptions. I don't have 

to be right. I don't have to be wrong. 

After some time, I noticed an impulse to move, to get up. I waited until I knew more about it 

and found that my backside and legs were becoming uncomfortably cold, I needed to pee, and I was 

hungry. That was enough information for me, so I got up, and noticed that my inner space was peaceful 

and open and that I needed to move, to pee, and to eat. The shift in my sense of myself and the space I 

was inhabiting profoundly touched me. I was free and open and there was space in my body and in my 

mind. And I needed to move, to pee, and to eat. The dog, of course, became ecstatic when I moved. 

Finally! You could almost read his doggy mind. We're finally going to do something interesting! 

But of course we didn't. We wandered off to the car, with my empty coffee cup and crumbs of 

his dog treat and drove off into real life. But I had a sense that I would keep that moment, or those 

moments, no matter what. No matter what happened later that day, or that week, or ever, really, I will 

always have had those moments of peacefulness and acceptance. Even when I get caught up in busyness 

or overthinking or analysis or emotional storms, I will have had those moments. They are now part of 

my experience. 

When have you dropped the resistance? What have you found? 

 

 

Defensive Cleaning 
 

I just got home from a long weekend trip. The trip involved a celebration with family members 

whom I don't see often. The celebration was wonderful, the visits with adults and children in the family 

were lovely, and I got to see a part of the world that I haven't visited for a long time. 
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Once home though, I found myself frantically busy: doing laundry, tidying up my things, looking 

around the house critically and cleaning, cleaning, cleaning. I know when I get like that, something is 

happening that is a lot more than I have a dirty house. In fact, the house wasn't particularly dirty, but I 

was wired up... I went out to run five kilometers and came home to vacuum and dust and wash 

countertops. During this compulsive vacuuming, I finally asked myself the relevant question: what is it 

that I must clean up? What untidiness am I fending off? What messiness am I afraid of? 

I stopped in mid-stroke of the vacuum as the answer smacked me in the head. Okay, that didn't 

really happen, but the metaphor is apt: I felt like I needed to smack my forehead. Of course. I am 

busying myself, so I won't feel my sadness at leaving my children and grandchild yet again. I am pushing 

away the very real and painful longing to stay close and connected to these people to whom I am 

powerfully attached. I am displacing those feelings by being irritated at the dog hair and normal 

untidiness of a lived-in home. 

Yeah, so Freud was right. We DO defend ourselves against our feelings.... our sadness, our 

anger, our longing, our fears. Do you know what you do when you are trying NOT to feel something? 
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Chapter 3: Busy minds 

 

Many people come into the office complaining that their heads just never stop going. They have 

racing thoughts, or even if their thoughts don't feel like they are racing, people feel like they don't stop 

thinking. There is always something going on inside them, usually as a monologue but sometimes a tune 

or a song, sometimes a repetitive rhyme, sometimes the sound of another person's voice. The chief 

complaint is that there is no peace, no quiet. 

People are less likely to be aware of internal "noise" that takes the form of images, but that kind 

of inner activity can get in the way as well. When images are overtly disturbing, then they may jump into 

a person's awareness, but often we just go along in our daily lives with this inner movie playing and our 

inner soundtrack, often unrelated to each other, and we wonder why we are exhausted and why our lives 

don't feel satisfying. 

I suggest that all this inner activity is tiring and keeps us from living our authentic lives in the 

here and now. But how to change what's going on inside? We have a sense that those inner activities are 

not ours, that we don't control them. Well, if that's true, then who IS controlling what's going on inside 

you? Hmm, that could be a scary question. 

Well, let's assume that it is you. What has happened is that you have learned a habit. This is a 

habit of mind, the continuous thinking or continuous singing or non-stop imaging. If you pay attention 

over time, you probably will notice that the content of those thoughts is limited. You probably only have 

four or five themes that you harbour, maybe fewer. When I discovered the boring limits of my 

unattended thinking patterns, I was shocked and dismayed....so this is what I was spending my life energy 

on! My inner life was dull, repetitive, and wasn't doing much to enhance my living. 
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Our over-active thinking, because it is a habit of mind, becomes quite comfortable and learning a 

new habit requires attention. But it is eminently possible to find a different habit, a different way of being 

in yourself. A first step can be to find the space between. By that I mean the space that is between 

thoughts, between images, between the discrete rush of internal stuff that sometimes threatens to 

overwhelm us. 

The white space on the page makes reading possible, makes pictures pop into our perception, 

softens the gaze, and allows us to relax a bit as we are reading. Similarly, the space between our thoughts 

can help us notice them, and to find peace between them. But where do you find this space? For some 

people, there is space in the mind upon waking in the morning. Just notice as you are waking up if there 

is spaciousness and openness in your mind. Notice that and then look for it during the day. Another 

place to find it is when you notice that you have had a thought and you label it: Oh, that's a thought. 

Right then, right after the labeling, there is a moment of openness and space. If you can continue to pay 

attention to the spaciousness, it will increase in amount. 

You can also try a more formal practice of meditation or mindfulness. If you choose to sit in 

stillness with yourself, your thoughts will become more apparent to you. As thoughts arise, you can say 

with a smile, Oh, yes, there is a thought ... and just let it go. If you need an image to help with that, you 

can imagine yourself sitting by the side of a quiet stream. As a thought arises, you can place it on a 

floating leaf and watch it float away down the stream. As it leaves and the image evaporates, notice the 

emptiness and spaciousness of your mind. 

Try it and let me know what you discover. 

 

 

Metaphor Links Body and Mind 
 

Stories are how we make sense of our worlds, at least for most of us. We make sense of our day 

through narrative. "Oh, today was a good day, because I got a parking place right away at work, and I 
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had lunch with a good friend, and I was productive at work, and my favorite song was on the radio 

during the ride home." That might not sound like much of a story, but it is certainly a typical way for a 

person to make sense of experiences. There is also judgment within the story, an indication of pleasure 

or displeasure about the way that the experience unfolded. And that story can have a lot of power. For 

example, a story about a "good day at work" can influence mood and social interactions for the whole 

evening, and maybe even predispose the storyteller to experience the next day positively. 

It works in less obvious ways, as well. We can tell ourselves stories about how we've been badly 

treated, about how the world dispenses injustice, or about the things we would like to do to act out on 

feelings we're having. We can tell ourselves stories about how we can do something or about how we 

cannot do something. Stories help us construct our sense of ourselves and our sense of the world around 

us.  

When we hear stories, we often respond viscerally. That is, we have a feeling about the story we 

hear. There is a set of sensations in the body, responses that happen just because of hearing a story, 

reading a story, watching a movie or tv show. We don't even need to be "into it" very much to have a 

response. In fact, distancing can be a response to a story.   

The story you tell yourself helps to create the YOU that you are. You can choose the story, 

though. You are not stuck with the story you have already in place. Perhaps you could tell yourself a 

story about a person who was stuck in old patterns, who had few different ways to behave, who was not 

so spontaneous, who didn't feel feelings very clearly. Perhaps this person was learning about other ways 

to be in the world, was thinking about taking some risks to be different than before. Perhaps he or she 

was getting ready to become someone different. Below is an exercise using a metaphor around this kind 

of story. 

You can bring your body into this exercise, or just attend to your thinking and notice that your 
body comes along. For example, you might imagine that you are going through a change process, 
perhaps like the one that turns caterpillars into butterflies. You could imagine yourself all 
wrapped up tightly in a chrysalis, change happening but not yet visible to the outside world. If 
you want to, use your body to help your mind in this imagining. 
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Feel the tightness of the hard case around you; feel your own desire to break out and move 
freely. 
 
Notice how your face and head feel, how your back and legs and torso feel, while in this tight 
casing. 
 
Notice your own awareness of the changes in your consciousness as you have been learning 
more about yourself. 
 
Notice the parts of your body that particularly want to expand and open. 
 
Then using your powers of mind, imagine the hard casing of the chrysalis easing open, gently 
splitting to reveal .... what? Now just let that opening happen and allow whatever is there to 
emerge, providing a welcome to whatever is present for you at this moment. Welcome the new 
sensations, images, feelings, ideas, with compassion. If they are not what you wanted, still 
welcome them with kindness, knowing that there is something there for you, even if it might not 
be what you decided in advance should be there. 

 
 

Acceptance of what is allows things to change. 

 

 

Inner Critic 
 

I had to retrain my inner critic. I had a critic who was so skillful, so sly, that she could find 

something wrong with just about everything I thought or did. And she could present the criticism in 

such a way that it was both 1) true and 2) necessary for me to know how bad I was. 

Woo-hoo! If I had a person in my life who treated me that way, I doubt that I would have stayed 

around for coffee. But I lived with this person in my head for a long, long time. 

One of the side effects of having a strong inner critic is that often the real-life person (me, in my 

case) is extremely critical of everyone and everything else. Well, it only makes sense.... if that's what you 

experience all the time, every day, then perhaps you figure that's what your response to the rest of the 

world should be.... ought to be.... MUST be. 

Oh my gosh, there they are, all three of them in a single sentence.... SHOULD, OUGHT, and 

MUST. Hmm, my old favorite thought distortion.... that there are shoulds, oughts, and musts in the 

https://frederictonbioenergetics.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/butterfly.jpg
https://frederictonbioenergetics.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/butterfly.jpg
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world. I remember the first time I ever knew that there were other ways to think about things. An art 

therapist who was on some committee with me, many years ago, made some laughing comment about 

"shoulding all over oneself" but that was long before I was introduced to cognitive psychology and I had 

never heard of such a thing. But before long, I could see that I not only "should" all over myself, but I 

was continuously "shoulding" all over other people as well. 

In some stories, that would have been enough but no, I'm a slow learner, and it took a lot more 

years, completion of my psychology training (which helped me to be ever more critical), and intensive 

body psychotherapy before I could recognize the many manifestations of my inner critic. First, I had to 

detach myself from the messages I had been hearing from myself. I had to notice the judge and not 

immediately believe the judgment. 

When I can look at myself without immediate judging ("that's okay, that's not okay, I like this, I 

hate that, I'm doing well, I'm not doing so great") then I see what is really happening in my inner space. 

When I can catch a passing thought and see it as a thought, then I can notice.... Oh, that was a critical 

thought. Hm, isn't that interesting? When I can have a friendly interest in my own processes, without 

having to change them, harden against criticism or melt into praise, then I am offering myself 

compassionate curiosity. 

What happened when I began to observe my own inner critic? At first, I was horrified to hear 

how much harsh self talk was going on. Then I realized that some part of me was being critical of the 

critic! (Yes, check out THAT logic...). When I realized the critic was originally a defense, yes, originally 

something that developed to help me negotiate a difficult childhood, then I could bring a bit of 

compassion to that part of myself. 

In my bioenergetic therapy training program, we talked about ways to work with the critic: our 

own critics, and the critics that accompanied our clients into the therapy office. One plan was to figure 

out ways to off the critic.... toss him off a cliff, for example, or trick her into leaving. I took a softer 

approach. I tried to befriend my critic and re-train her. I wanted to be in charge, so I thought I would 
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approach this situation as if she was an employee who had taken on too much responsibility over the 

years. 

I began a dialog of sorts in my journal, and basically re-wrote the job description. I thanked my 

critic for the years of protection and spent quite a lot of time reflecting on how my strong internal 

demand for certain behaviour saved me from an angry parent, from dismissal from my graduate 

program, from neglecting my children despite my fatigue. Then I just informed her that things were now 

different. I was an adult with good habits and didn't need anyone constantly harping about me. What I 

needed, though, was support. 

Support is one of those ambiguous terms. People may mean quite different things by that term. I 

did with my critic what I suggest clients do with family members: I carefully described what I wanted for 

support. I wanted, for example, my inner voice to learn to say things like "Good job on that!" and "You 

are working hard enough" and "It is okay to take a break." I modeled those kinds of comments on the 

statements that my therapist offered to me over the years. 

 

 

Did it work? Well, it was a program of change, and, like most changes, time, practice, and 

consistency have been involved, but yes, it worked. I must be vigilant, as I expect most people who have 

lived with an ornery inner critic for about 45 years would have to be. But I can recognize my negative 

self talk, I can notice it without labeling and just say, oh, yes, there it is again. I wonder if there is 

something going on that has that critic reverting to old behaviour? And with that gentle sort of curiosity, 

I can look deeper without fear of what I might find. 

 

 

Things I Thought I Knew  
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My life seems to be made up of little realizations. I keep finding myself suddenly seeing 

relationships and reasons for things that I either 1) never questioned or 2) had already relegated to the 

"clearly understood" pile. So now I am left wondering if I am the only person who sees things in terms 

of my beliefs about that rather than what they ARE. Here, the belief is that eggshells hold eggs together. 

T'aint so! T'aint so, I tell ya. 

The story is this: on the weekend, I had occasion to move my black plastic compost bin. This 

was to make way for another backyard project, but I have to say that I wasn't too excited about my task. 

The bin has been the daily recipient of food waste from our kitchen. Spoiled vegetables and limp fruit, 

the peels and ends of food that was on the menu, the left-over bits and pieces of kitchen, um, stuff. 

Garbage, in some people's language. I snicker daily about putting food out on the raccoon buffet, 

because I know my bin is visited nightly by assorted scavengers, and I am resigned and now somewhat 

amused by that fact. I also knew that under this week's and last week's layers of kitchen waste, there was 

likely some rich compost in this bin. But to get to the compost and move the bin, I had to shovel 

through the recent additions. In short, the rotting garbage. 

Like most tasks I expect to be onerous, I tried to take a mindful approach; noticing what was 

present, noticing my thoughts and how my thoughts influenced my ability to appreciate or tolerate the 

task, and trying to just be with the compost, the day, and the feeling of shoveling stuff into the 

wheelbarrow and moving it. It turned out to be an okay job: in fact, I had a sense that maybe I should be 

more aware of the waste that I generate, anyway. And the finished compost was a thing of beauty, at 

least to the gardener in me. Gorgeous, dark, friable, filled with life much of which I couldn't see, but 

some of which was visible and moving in my gloves... I ended up putting a lot of the lovely black stuff in 

the garden. 

However, I noticed that even the finished compost was full of eggshells. Okay, I'll admit that I 

eat a lot of eggs. Not just a lot, a lot by probably anyone's standards... more than a dozen in a week, and 

that's just me, not the rest of the family. But I figured all those shells were breaking down in the compost 
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bin, enriching the soil with calcium and whatever cool stuff they are made of. Not so! Those eggshells 

were just as intact in the bottom of the compost bin as the ones in the top. So... eggshells don't break 

down easily in compost. 

I have been pondering this now for several days. I want the good minerals from the eggshells in 

my compost. What to do? Crush the shells, to make things maybe work a little faster? That won't hurt, 

but I don't know if it will help. I have started saving them to crush them before heading to the bin. I 

have discovered that crushing eggshells isn't as easy as it sounds. The shell itself is just a casing for the 

real container for the egg itself. The membrane of the egg is tough, flexible, and resilient. It is living 

tissue, while the egg is alive, though the shell is not. Egg shells, when the membrane is removed, are 

quite fragile and do crush easily. The real protection for this egg cell, this part of a bird that can become 

another bird (given proper circumstances), comes from that membrane. 

I have spent part of my day trying, unsuccessfully, to remove the membrane from the inside of 

my breakfast eggshells. I am gob smacked, once again, by my blindness. I have always assumed that their 

shells protected eggs, and the hard, solid quality of that shell kept them safe, or relatively safe, except 

from predators like me. But the hard, rigid, unyielding shell is a cover for the real protection, that 

membrane that flexes, bends, is resistant to tearing or breaking, and which is practically invisible. I have 

been hoodwinked by eggs all this time. 

Stories need a point; this one has both a metaphor and a moral. The metaphor for me is the 

eggshell, representing our defenses in the world. We can rigidify ourselves (many of us do this regularly), 

become firm and unyielding in our beliefs, our behaviours, our "shoulds." The more rigidly and tightly 

we hold ourselves, the more vulnerable we become to cracking and breaking. What really and truly keeps 

us intact is something invisible, something that flows just beneath our tough outer shell, the sense of 

ourselves as organism, resilient and flexible. 

So that's the metaphor. I like it. It will make me think about breakfast differently. The moral? 

Well, that's probably up to you. Maybe it has something to do with finding out cool stuff even when you 
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are shoveling garbage. Or about garbage being in the eye of the beholder. Or about how garbage can be 

transformed into insight if you look deeply. Or something profound like that. 

I'm going to continue to think about my layers, my apparently tough but breakable outer shell, 

and my flexible, resilient inner membrane. I feel safer about letting go of the shell when I think of my 

other protection. 

 

 

Knowing by Slowing 
 

Body psychotherapy isn't as odd sounding as it once was. People understand that the mind and 

body are not separate, that there are tissues in the gut, for example, that are much like brain tissue, that 

we experience our emotions at the body level, and that even those classic "psychological" problems of 

depression and anxiety are body experiences. The mind of course is part of them; the kinds of distorted 

thinking that we engage in when we are experiencing depression or anxiety can make things a lot worse. 

But I am not sure that the chicken-egg question matters here.... I don't care if how you feel affects how 

you think, or if your thoughts are affecting your emotions. The point is that things are bad, one way or 

another, and how can you live more comfortably? 

It is obvious, I guess, that developing an awareness of what you are thinking can make a 

difference. You can even change your habits of mind. You can also change your habits of body, and your 

habitual ways of responding to situations, and those kinds of changes can be most helpful in trying to 

cope with symptoms of depression or anxiety. 

Self-awareness is the key to any kind of change. You can't change if you don't know what you 

are currently doing. And the key to self-awareness is, for many of us, slowing down. Slowing our 

everyday experiences so that there is time for self-reflection, slowing our thinking, so that we can notice 

thoughts as they arise and fade away, slowing our behaviour so that we can become responsive rather 

than in the perpetual knee-jerk of reaction. 
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What happens when you slow down? Just take a moment to notice what happens.... without 

judgment, without struggle, with compassion. For many of us, slowing down generates negative thoughts 

("this is unproductive," "I’ll never accomplish anything," "Does she think I'm not a busy person? I don't 

have time for this nonsense."). For some people, the open space of unstructured time feels 

uncomfortable, as if you should DO something. For some, a bit of quiet allows us to feel our exhaustion, 

the fatigue that comes with forever and forever keeping up a front, being frantically productive and 

chronically stressed. 

But without judgment and with compassion, what is it like for you to take time and space to just 

be? What do you notice about yourself? Who are you, really, when you separate yourself from the story 

inside your head? 

Wherever you are is the place to work. Notice sensation in the body. Notice what you notice in 

your environment; what are you sensitive to in this moment? In the next moment? Notice thoughts as 

they arise and fade out. Notice which ones tug hardest on your attention. Notice more sensations in the 

body; try moving and notice what that is like. Can you feel the desire to move, the intention to move, 

before you manifest that intention into action? Where in your body are you aware of that intention? How 

do you KNOW, in your body, that you want to move? 

 

 

My Mind Is (Still) Full of Thoughts* 
 

Is your mind full? Do you feel flooded with racing thoughts, images, ideas, memories? It can 

sometimes feel like there is no room for anything else in there. Feeling too full in the mind often goes 

with feeling charged up (not pleasantly) in the body, and there are usually unpleasant feelings attached. If 

you have ever suddenly realized what you are thinking is making you feel bad, you are not alone. 

The practice of mindfulness helps people to notice the contents and processes of the mind. 

Sitting quietly and just being with yourself is a way to access the mind directly. But I know people who 
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find it overwhelming, especially if they think they are supposed to "quiet the mind." We all start in 

different places. For people who feel "full up" in the mind, another strategy is called for. 

If there is no space in your mind, you can pay attention to what IS in your mind. To start, you 

can label your process as "thinking." 

"Thinking." Just noting that you are thinking may help you separate a bit from it. If just adding 

the label isn't enough, you can notice the categories. What is the CONTENT of this "thinking?" Lists? 

Memories? Fantasies? Imagined conversations? Redecorating the living room? What are the contents that 

fill your inner space? When you can notice the contents and categorize them, then you have created a bit 

of space to witness your own mental activities. 

If I notice that my mind is busy making lists (things to do, what to get at the grocery store, 

reminders of tasks) then I have stepped out of the content for a moment, at least long enough to see.... 

oh, yes, I am "thinking," specifically, I am making lists. 

If I am busy reliving last night's party, then I can note that–ah, yes, I am remembering. If I can 

observe and label, then I am witnessing my own process. I am not in the thought, but outside of it. 

As a witness to my mind, I can decide how I want to interact with those contents. If I remember 

that somebody was unpleasant to me at the party, I can decide if I want to stay with that memory and 

maybe regenerate some unpleasant feelings. By labeling the content as "memory", I make distance from 

the thought, and then I am in charge of myself. Otherwise, my mind may run away with me into a 

waterfall of unpleasant memories and emotional distress. 

If that's already happened, and I am overwhelmed with thoughts that feel upsetting, I can notice 

it. I can become aware that there is a rush of thoughts and feelings cascading through my mind and 

body. Perhaps I notice it is like a river in full flood, with logs and debris and crashing brown water 

barreling through my mind. If I can notice that I might rise above this river and observe the flow, 

becoming a witness to this internal process of thoughts, feelings, and reactions. I am no longer in the 

river but observing it. 
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When I have stepped back from the surging river, I have changed my relationship to it. I am no 

longer in danger of drowning, although I can still feel and think everything I was feeling and thinking 

before. I am out of danger. Through paying attention to my process, I can predict where I might get 

pulled in again and remind myself to stay on the banks. Staying out of the river isn't about controlling 

thoughts or feelings; it is about compassionately observing your process as you experience those 

thoughts and feelings, watching the river in full spate, and watching as it slows and clears and calms. This 

is a way that space opens in the mind. 

Learning to make friends with your mind takes attention and compassion for yourself. Like any 

kind of training, it takes practice. When my mind is in charge of me, I am lost in my thinking processes. 

When I am in charge, I can observe what happens without getting lost. I can decide to watch my 

thoughts or to jump in the water with them. Either way, there is exquisite freedom to owning your own 

mind. 

*Just not all the time. 
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Chapter 4: Body Psychotherapy is Not a Paradox 

 

I keep thinking about this term, body psychotherapy. Really, what bioenergetic therapy offers is 

psychotherapy OF the body and FOR the body. But in some ways, that is a paradox. The "psych" part of 

the term comes from that ancient goddess Psyche, who, in "Greek mythology, was the deification of the 

human soul. They portrayed her in ancient mosaics as a goddess with butterfly wings (because psyche is 

also the Greek word for 'butterfly'). The Greek word psyche literally means "spirit, breath, life or 

animating force" (yes, I quoted this from Wikipedia). Before the modern period, psychology was 

particularly interested in the ‘soul’ or that which makes us human. Early thinkers located this soul as 

within, but not part of, the body. Hence, we have ideas such as the body dying but the soul or spirit or 

animus/anima leaving for some other, eternal place. 

In Greek thinking, the psyche was disembodied, capable of some sort of existence outside the 

physical realm. However, in recent history, psychology has been more involved with the mind, and 

mental life, than with the soul or spirit. In fact, with the development of Freud's "talking cure," the 

clinical focus moved to the mind. 

The Mind in the Body 
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We have almost as much trouble locating the "mind" as we do in locating the soul, however. 

Generally, people seem to assume that the mind is in the head, or perhaps in the brain. The mind may be 

the more-or-less conscious activity of the brain. But recent research has required a bit of a shift from 

that point of view. We now know that there is a "mind" in the gut, for example, where neural tissue does 

more than just transmit information to the central processing unit in the brain. Similarly, there seems to 

be an "intelligence" of the heart, suggesting that these other locations in the body are important in the 

construction of the mind. A newer definition suggests that the mind is a process distributed across the 

body, including the brain, of course, but not limited to that organ. 

We know this: the mind is NOT synonymous with the brain. But the body-mind couldn't 

function without the brain. It is a good thing we have this central processing unit. 

The Nature of Emotion 

We know that emotion is a body experience with a cognitive label. You feel your feelings in your 

body and your thoughts translate the body sensations into a name: happy, sad, angry, or scared. For 

some people, though, even that simple explanation doesn't explain their experience. I ask people to tell 

me about their experience, where in the body, for example, are you feeling that anger? We experience 

body sensations, and then we interpret them, attach a verbal label, and then we have a feeling. 

When I ask about body sensation with emotion, some people report they are feeling those 

feelings in their heads. This suggests that perhaps the verbal label is taking some priority in their 

experience. I am certain that the FEELING of anger or sadness didn't arise in the thought process, but 

when a person has cut off body sensations, or simply has learned to ignore them in favor of thinking 

processes, then there is no awareness of the body experience. The body exists as a servant to carry 

around the thinking part of the person, to take in information and move the mind around in the world. 

However, the body experiences, in and of themselves, are not available to the person. 

What a loss that is! Losing the body awareness of your feelings means you experience only the 

barest brief touch of emotion. Many people would like to avoid feeling certain feelings. Sadness and 
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anger are often uncomfortable. Fear is, well, frightening. Some people even refer to these experiences as 

"negative emotions." 

I want to suggest that any emotion, any feeling, is neither negative nor positive. It just IS. It is an 

experience that arises in the body, has a duration and a trajectory, and then it leaves. That's what 

emotions or feelings do unless we mess with them. They serve several purposes; they help us to make 

decisions, provide colour and liveliness to our daily round, inform us of social situations, and alert us to 

danger. 

How We Try to Change Our Feelings 

But there are MANY ways to distort our emotions, when just experiencing them is too 

threatening. One way is to shrink them down and contain them, holding our bodies so tightly that we 

end up with chronic muscle tension and energy blocks. Another way is to inflate them with our thinking, 

with our beliefs that an emotion is "justified" or "righteous" or "deserved." When we inflate, then we can 

allow them to control our behaviour, generating an emotional excuse for hurting other people or 

damaging relationships or property. Neither approach serves us well. 

Two Emotional Types 

Most of us either contain too much, creating rigid schedules, belief systems, or internal criticism. 

We struggle to feel happy and relaxed, and try desperately to compress and ignore our anger and fear. 

There is often a thought that allowing free flowing feeling is unsafe, and that feelings must be managed. 

Many others feel uncontained and overwhelmed by emotions, perhaps with anxiety or with rage. Often 

this sense of being uncontained comes with a belief that they cannot stand the emotion and must 

struggle with it. People with so-called anger issues sometimes have containment problems. They will try 

to contain until things become explosive. There is often a thought, perhaps not fully conscious, that they 

must explode. 

Do Not Give Up: You can have your feelings, have your life, and live it well 
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But don't give up! Don't give up what Alexander Lowen said is your birthright! It is your 

birthright to have your feelings, to feel them fully, to really live your life. He recommended daily practice 

of aware, mindful movement, including emotionally expressive movement, using your voice, and feeling 

yourself fully. We all can benefit from a regular practice of using the body to express feelings. 

That's the beauty of bioenergetic therapy. The work itself is about expressing feelings through 

the body. When we express, using our arms, legs, head, voice and our energy, the expression is clear and 

clean, not distorted. Amazingly, when you explore the clear expression of your feelings in a safe 

place, with a trusted person to see you, support you, and help you understand the experience, 

other things change. Thoughts, memories, and images arise. You may experience yourself as different 

from your everyday self. Therapy is a safe place to explore parts of yourself that may not have had a 

voice, or any way to be clearly heard and seen. Then you can choose what to do with those new 

experiences when you leave the therapy room. 

In bioenergetic therapy, we work with feelings as they are in the body. We work with the 

thoughts and ideas that arise as we explore your emotions. We work with what is happening in the here-

and-now, and we notice when the present seems to melt into the past, either through explicit memories 

or through your experience. 

 

 

Where Do Feelings Come From? 
 

Where do our feelings come from? And why do we have them? Lots of time, we might wish we 

didn't...feeling deeply sad or rageful or terrified are not comfortable ways to be in our bodies. We might 

wish those feelings away. So why were we made or evolved to have them, anyway? 

Okay, those are a couple of Big Questions. If you have been reading here, you know I have a 

fondness for how Antonio Damasio explains the whole "feelings" thing. He gets right down to the 

molecular level and talks about how the body works continuously to keep us alive, to maintain blood 
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chemistry that is compatible with life, to keep our behaviour within limits that will keep us alive, and to 

activate systems to make dramatic changes when necessary for our survival. 

But are our emotions necessary for our survival? He says probably yes. We apparently cannot even make 

the simplest decision without our capacity for feelings. Emotions are a movement in the body-mind (not 

his term) that result from an accumulation of smaller movements of energy and information, many of 

which have to do with keeping the body alive. Emotion is an "image" in the body-mind (he uses that 

term broadly, to mean any thought, idea, picture, or felt sense) and when we become aware, in our 

consciousness, of that emotion, then it becomes a feeling. Everyone doesn't use this same set of 

definitions, but it is useful to separate emotion and feeling when we are trying to figure out what's going 

on with us personally. 

Dan Stern talks about categorical emotions, but he means feelings. These are the usual: happy, 

sad, angry, afraid, disgusted. He also talks about "vitality affects" which refers more to the overall energy 

level you may be experiencing. You may be low in vitality early in the day, but your overall feeling may 

pick up somewhat. We experience these overall "feelings" much more consistently than we have 

categorical emotions. Both vitality affects and emotions (feelings) are important, but we ignore the 

everyday vitality stuff unless it is markedly out of our usual realm. 

The point of all this talk is this: we have emotions/feelings, and we have overall vitality affects, 

which some people will refer to as 'mood.' We have these experiences because they are related to keeping 

our bodies alive. But, because we are human beings, we make a lot more use of our emotions than just 

staying alive. Emotions, including both categorical emotion and vitality affects, give our lives colour. 

They help us make decisions, to approach or avoid situations or people, to engage behaviour or react 

when certain stimuli are present. We also influence our emotions consciously. We choose a lot of our 

activities for the effect we expect them to have on our emotional experience. For example, we go to 

movies to be excited, to feel good, to get scared, or to enjoy being with a friend while sharing this 

emotional experience. We watch TV because we are 'bored' or because we need to be distracted from 
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our thoughts. We call a friend when we need contact to feel different than we do. We call our mothers 

because we need to stop feeling guilty. Many of our behaviours are motivated by a desire to change our 

feeling state. 

The interesting thing is this: we THINK we are in control of our emotional lives, and in fact, we 

do influence our feelings a lot. But the connections between what we think, do and feel is part of a 

hierarchy in the nervous system. This part, the conscious and modifiable part, is higher on the 

phylogenetic scale than the part of the system that is just about sustaining life. That's probably obvious.... 

feeling happy isn't a requirement of life, but an adequate oxygen-CO2 balance in the blood is. So even 

though we think we are making all kinds of changes to our 'feeling' life, the essential and essentially 

unknowable substrate is how our body is keeping us alive. 

So why did I start out talking about chickens and eggs? This post has taken on a life of its own... 

I was originally going to compare Al Lowen's assertion that all thoughts have their beginning as a feeling 

or sensation in the body to the cognitive behavioural tenet that our feelings are the product of our 

thoughts. I guess I still have that post to write... another day. 

 
Which comes first, the thought or the feeling? Do our thoughts create our feelings? Or does a 

sensation in the body give rise to a thought, which would suggest that feelings come first? 

One thing I have learned in my studies is that when you have an apparent dichotomy, you can 

bring the level of analysis down to a finer view and the dichotomy will disappear. Okay, that's a fancy 

way of saying that most things look different when you take a different point of view. 

Ages ago, psychologists theorized that a sensation in the body was just that, until the person 

gave it a label and then it became an emotion. Much later, pioneers in the cognitive therapy movement 

suggested that what we THINK can dramatically affect how we feel; specifically, we can generate a lot of 

personal distress by thinking distressing thoughts. That doesn't address the question of where those 

thoughts arise, though. Lowen was ahead of his time, really, in pointing out that the neural activity of a 
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thought likely arises from a sensation in the body. Damasio offers a variety of clinical and scientific 

support for this...that the FEELING of what happens is what creates our thinking and our behaviour. 

WHAT DIFFERENCE DOES ANY OF THIS MAKE? 

Okay, I am getting there. You know I love the theoretical but the practical is infinitely more, 

well, useful. What it means is that everyone has a piece of the truth. In your own experience, you can 

point to times when thinking about something unhelpfully has made you feel worse than you were 

feeling before. So that part is verifiable with experience. And when you develop your body awareness so 

that sensations register on your consciousness, it becomes apparent that there are links between body 

sensations and at least some thoughts that seem to arise spontaneously. Here's a crude example: You 

start to notice an empty feeling in your belly, and then there are some noises from in there, and, you 

suddenly notice that someone in an office down the hall must have popped popcorn (that should be 

illegal unless they plan to share) and you have a thought.... Maybe I'll go out for lunch. It would be hard 

to argue that the internal sensations, the external stimulation, and the thought were unrelated. 

Try it... try to see what connections you can find between your thoughts and your body 

sensations. Or just your thoughts and your feelings (emotions, or overall mood states). Notice when your 

thinking is affecting your feeling state. Notice what thoughts arise when you experience body states. See 

if you can figure out which is chicken, and which is egg. 

 

 

The Purpose of Anxiety 
 

More and more, I think that anxiety is about trying to cover up your feelings. You don't want to 

feel whatever you are feeling, so you try everything in your arsenal to stop feeling. You tense your 

muscles, constrict your breathing, start thinking obsessively, focus on external sensations or fill your 

body with too much food or alcohol or other chemicals to numb whatever is happening. 
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But the body doesn't buy it. Instead, it sends you a message that something is wrong. Tense 

muscles, upset digestive processes, shallow breathing, racing thoughts, pains in gut and head, shakiness, 

or trembling. These body experiences can connect to anxiety. Anxiety isn't exactly fear. Fear is cleaner, 

has a more specific focus. But fear can be one emotion we try to cover up... and that can cause anxiety. 

How can you recognize anxiety? It can show up as body symptoms: tensions, pain, nausea or 

other digestive upsets, headaches. It can show up as shakiness, foggy thinking, and an inability to 

concentrate. Or it can appear in disguise. This happens when our defenses against anxiety are working to 

keep us from feeling it. So, for example, I make internal lists, develop complex plans for my future, 

create diet and exercise and frugality hell for my body to live in. I have learned to recognize that my 

mind uses these tools to defend against my anxious feelings. When I am doing a lot of rigid planning and 

programming for myself in my mind, I know (in some other part of my mind) that I need to look deeper. 

This is one way that I manifest anxiety. 

You might have racing thoughts. Or worrying. Or obsessive ritualistic behaviour such as around 

cleaning, or working out, or contacting people. Or avoiding contact with people. Many behaviours can 

be manifestations of anxiety because we learn quickly to make associations. If we engage in a behaviour 

and experience a lessening of the uncomfortable feelings of anxiety, then we are likely to engage that 

behaviour again. Sometimes it is almost as if the behaviour IS the anxiety; so we think our racing 

thoughts ARE anxiety. But really, they are an attempt to cope with the body sensations that are 

unpleasant. 

Learning to live with emotional discomfort is just as useful as learning to live with physical 

discomfort. We don't have to be happy, contented, or relaxed ALL the time. Allowing ourselves to feel 

what we feel, experience what our body is experiencing, and just being present to it.... well, that's a great 

way to be alive. 
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How do you do that when you have only ever run away from your feelings? Yes, that's the hard 

part. It helps to remember that you are just going to be FEELING something...and feelings, like 

thoughts, come and then then go. And it helps to remember that nobody ever died from just feeling 

something. Watching out for catastrophic thinking helps too.... thinking thoughts like "I can't stand this" 

won't make it easier to stay right with that feeling. When you feel a bit anxious, see if you can give 

yourself some time and space to just ask what might be there under the anxious feeling? What else is 

there? Allow yourself to breathe into your belly, and feel your feet on the ground, and ask.... what is this 

about? What do I notice in my body? Oh, yes, this sensation in my belly, and this one in my chest.... oh, 

THIS...this is sadness.... (or anger, or fear or whatever...). Then watch that felt sense with kindness and 

compassion and some curiosity...oh, yes, this is what I am experiencing right now.... THIS is it. And 

watch it as it shifts and changes and notice what that is like for you. Giving yourself time and space and 

permission to have feelings can make a big difference. 

The huge benefit to allowing ourselves to fully experience our uncomfortable, unfamiliar, or 

unpleasant feelings is that ALL our feelings become more accessible. When you experience your own 

integrity, where you are not hiding, covering up, or showing off your emotions, you feel yourself more 

solidly on the ground, and more real in your body. And that's what life is about...being here, in this body, 

in this moment, right now. 

You are a human being. You have a whole range of feelings as your birthright. Don't live your 

life halfway: feel them all! 

 

 

The Lie of Positive Thinking 
 

Positive thinking is fine. There is nothing inherently bad about it. Usually when people refer to 

thinking positively, they are experiencing unpleasant thoughts.... thoughts that might create imaginary 
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catastrophes, thoughts of criticism or judgment, or just overt pessimism. Those thoughts generally don't 

lead to better outcomes, so people want to change them. And that's okay. 

If all it took to recover from traumatic stress was positive thinking, we'd probably all be fine. 

And therapists like me might have a lot less to do at work. 

There is a lot that happens in our thinking. And there is also a lot that happens in our minds 

apart from our conscious, word-based thoughts. That's where the over-simplification of "positive 

thinking" starts to fall apart. 

What else is in there? If you sit, quieting your body and breathing and just noticing your mental 

activity for a period, you'll become aware of the constant overlapping parade of ideas, words, memories, 

anticipations, and images that are flowing through your conscious mind. Then you might be able to start 

to notice the spaces: can you find space between the discrete items in that steady parade? Then, over 

time and practice, you might notice specific types of items in your continuous mental flow, or you might 

focus on paying more attention to the empty space, allowing stillness to come into your mind as well as 

in your body. 

This practice helps us to become more acquainted with the contents of our minds and helps us 

to access some things that we may have been avoiding or simply not noticing in the chaos of the 

untrained mind. 

The danger of "positive thinking" is that we might use it to avoid looking deeply into ourselves, 

to pack away uncomfortable feelings and memories, to try to keep ourselves from feeling sad, for 

example, or angry or afraid. While there is certainly some short-term utility to that approach, in the 

longer term we end up cutting off parts of ourselves. 

Wow, that sounds brutal! But what might it look and feel like, to have cut off parts of yourself? 

Well, one example might be that you have poor memory for parts of your life. Or you may only 

experience a very restricted range of feelings: you feel happy, sad, angry, or afraid, but only a little bit and 

you wonder what all the fuss is about, when other people seem to experience their feelings more 
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powerfully. Or you just feel slightly anxious much of the time, with no apparent reason. Perhaps you 

everything in your life looks fine from the outside, but you feel like something is missing.... but it is 

embarrassing to say that because your life is "just fine." These are all possible indications that you are out 

of contact with parts of yourself. 

Looking deeply into ourselves, staying with the thoughts, feelings, and body sensations that arise, 

can be an act of great courage. Really experiencing our experiences, whether we label them "good" or 

"bad," "positive" or "negative," or (my preferred label) "pleasant" or "unpleasant," allows us to find the 

hidden parts and embrace them.  

Positive thinking isn't bad, especially if you are trying to change a pattern of catastrophizing, 

what iffing, or shoulds. Using it to numb us to our uncomfortable thoughts and feelings can keep us 

stuck in our old patterns, though. Be aware of what you most want to avoid...there is usually something 

of value there! 

 

 

Time Traveling 
 

We cannot return to the past; we can only go forward. 

I had that thought this morning, pondering my life, my career, my current state. But I think it is 

likely that both parts of that thought are untrue. 

We can go back and we can go forward, always and sometimes obsessively, in our minds. We do 

a lot of both. Sometimes I spend a lot of time in one place or the other, and sometimes just waffling in 

between. Remembering, for example, my mother's death, or then her life, and wondering how much of 

my memories of her are based on "reality" of actual events in the world, and how much based on the 

reality of my child's experience. And then flipping into some future where I have written about my life 

and made sense of it all. And then flopping to another new future where I leave therapy as a career and 

do nothing, nothing at all. Or write, but somehow make a living at writing. Or reshape my therapy 
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practice so I focus on groups and have more free time, or then I wonder if I don't really embrace some 

idea I have for work, well, then, will I die feeling incomplete??? 

The point is that I am returning to the past over and over. I am slipping into the future again and 

again. And when I spend my days in those places, I miss being alive. I miss what is going on. 

Where can I find a balance so that I am living my life here and now, and creating a future that 

conforms to my desires? Oh, that's a point.... this time travel is usually about control. It is about my 

desire to control my future and my rage that I could not control my past. Aha, yes, indeed. 

I wonder if acknowledging that I want to CONTROL my future will help me let go of that deep 

desire. I don't really want to control the future.... I just want the outcomes to be the outcomes I want. It 

reminds me somehow of the prayers I was taught as a child. I was taught to ask God to bless parents, 

friends, the dog, and to keep everyone safe and happy. Somehow, I believed that my supplication would 

protect people and keep outcomes the way I wanted them. That's a long history of wanting to control 

how things work out. 

Maybe all I can do right now is try to limit my time traveling. Here and now can be a surprisingly 

good place. It can also be boring, sad, angry, irritating, and cold. But the more time I spend in the 

present, the more life I am getting in my life. I guess I'll try for that. 
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Chapter 5: Final Thoughts: the darkness and the light 

 
I have clients in my practice who have suffered through traumatizing situations, people who 

struggle with PTSD, the real deal. Sometimes they have seen so much that it's hard to hold any idea of 

the world other than the one that is framed by that experience. 

If you have been a helper in this world, one who sees the suffering enacted on humans by other 

humans, one who tries without success to bring order into chaos, one who wants desperately to reach 

out a hand to help but knows that a hand isn't enough, the world can look like a terrible place, where 

people do unconscionable things to each other, where behaviour lies outside of our capacity to 

understand, and where compassion seems to have dried up and blown away. 

 We have an inherent capacity to tolerate trauma. Our nervous systems are wired up to 

experience it, work through it, and work it out. PTSD happens when that natural system is disrupted. 

Instead of feeling our feelings, watching our memories, noticing our body sensations, we are trained to 

avoid all of that, pretend we are okay when we are not, and smile....at all costs, to smile. When we are 

good at avoidance, we can sometimes pretend that we didn't have those experiences. At least we can 

pretend to others, but it is harder to pretend to ourselves, especially at night. 

But because we are self-healing, people can and do recover from trauma and from PTSD. What 

can be hard though is when the darkness from the worldview invades your heart and mind. You can get 

to a place where you wonder if the world is really all dark, if people really cannot be trusted, and if there 

is no self-righting tendency in anything. That can be the edge of despair: not a place we especially like to 

visit. And if you haven't been there before, it can feel like there is no way out. 
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Despair. Despair: if you've been there, you know it. Despair is the last protest of hopelessness, 

the energy that powers our movement back toward the light. It is the NO that shifts gears from ever-

increasing darkness. When the dark forces gather, we resist and try to push the feelings away. But letting 

go into the experience of the body allows for the cry of despair.... and that is our protest. The cry is both 

the indicator of the depth of feeling and the movement out of that feeling. 

Our literature and beliefs are rife with examples and expressions of despair. It is a very human 

experience, and we try like crazy to avoid it. But it is what comes when things are overwhelming, sorrows 

abound, fear and sadness and loss are activated to a high level. We see the world and ourselves as 

without redemption. But making the protest, crying out despair, especially with your therapist, your 

lover, or your friend, creates the room, the space, for healing. Healing, you know, it what happens when 

the light gets in.  

 

Afterword (the final, final word) 
 

Some things are dependable. 

This morning I stepped out on the front porch to breathe in the cold air, see the sunshine, and 

wonder about my day. The street is noticeably quiet. The school across the street lies empty, of course, 

for the last ten days. The snow from yesterday was still quiet and solid; it was cold. 

Then I heard it: the insistent rapping, rapping, rapping of a woodpecker across the 

neighbourhood. It was probably a block or more away, but it was clear and persistent. 

Spring is here. This is early spring here in our part of the Maritimes, whether or not there is a 

pandemic. There is strong, penetrating sunshine, crisp and still shocking cold, icy pavements, and birds 

eking out a meal from the insects that are embedded in trees whose sap is running. 

A little later, I took my coffee out to the back deck where the sun was strongest. Not clever 

enough to wear my jacket, I knew I'd only be out a few minutes, but it was enough. When I could still 
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my mind, I could hear a mourning dove, probably two streets away. Then a gull, closer. Then I could 

tune in to some twittering in bushes near me. There was a veritable spring symphony going on out there. 

Birds are back in business. It is romance season, time to get your songs fired up, mark out your 

territory, make a note of food sources, shift from seeds to insects for some. They don't know or care 

about what agitates me. They are intent, as always, on their own journeys, their own lives. The intensity 

of their biological drives to survive and to help their species survive, one mating season at a time. 

I know that spring isn't an inevitable thing. I know our songbird stock is vastly small than a 

century ago. I know that climate change or a volcanic eruption or an asteroid hit could make all of this 

go away. Pandemics and fear and despair are real. 

But I am also warmed and comforted and encouraged by the continuity of the birds, and the 

procession of the seasons, and the feeling that life itself is our best resource in hard times. Life has a way 

of asserting itself under all sorts of conditions. When I tune into the assertive voices of Life Going On, I 

can remember that I am part of that, too, and so are you. 

 

<<<<>>>> 
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